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P8 Series
0.500” (12.7mm) LED Indicator
Front panel snap-in mounting
Designed to enhance the LED contrast and features a front panel snap-in mounting that eases 
installation, and requires no additional hardware

Offered with wire leads or tab terminals, 2 different lens 
styles, 5 different lens colors and operating voltage range 
from 2 to 60 VDC and 120VAC

Available with a variety of LEDs and provides low energy 
consumption, fast on/off cycling, low heat generation, and 
long operating life.

Available in two different lens styles: hi-hat or flat - all 
offered in five different lens colors with fresnel pattern lens 
that provides an excellent light focus and assure 
maximum light output

“D” mounting hole prevents any rotation of the indicator 
when installed and connected during the assembly 
process

Designed for quick installation in display panels and 
reduces overall cost due to less-frequent replacements
Designed, manufactured and tested in accordance with 
the relevant UL standards

Termination
Wire leads, Tab Terminals

Single LED
Red, Orange, Amber, Green, Blue, Water Clear

Fresnel Pattern Lens
High Hat, Flat

Related Voltage
2 to 60VDC, 120VAC

Black Housing
Enhances the LED contrast

‘D” mounting Hole
Easy installation and Prevents Rotation

Compliance
UL listed, RoHS, REACH



Terminal styles: wire leads, tab terminals

P8 Series
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Are you ready for next level illuminated components?

Product Specification

Applications

Variations

LED panel mount indicator
Panel hole diameter: Ø0.500” (12.7mm)
Snap-in mounting requires no additional hardware

Offered with a variety of LEDs
Voltage range from 2to 60 VDC, 120VAC

Available with: high hat or flat fresnel pattern lens

Low power consumption and long life

Single color: red, orange, amber, green,
blue and water clear

Transportation Industrial

* see P80 Series data sheet for technical details and specific part numbers

UL Listed

“D” mounting hole prevents any rotation of the 
indicator when installed

Compliant with RoHS and REACH requirements

Automation Food Service

P81
Hi Hat Lens 
Tab Terminals

P81W
Hi HatLens
Wire Leads

P84
Flat Lens
Tab Terminals

P84
Flat Lens
Wire Leads


